Ch. 7 - Cuenca & Ingapirca ("Inka Wall")
The famous Incan temple Ingapirca is actually Cañari in origin. Ingapirca was
the religious and administrative center for the Cañari civilization.
“The tradition of ancestral origins of the Canari nation was told to the Spanish
chroniclers. The chroniclers Cristobal de Molina and Sarmiento de Gamboa recorded
the story of a great flood when two brothers escaped to a high mountain called
Huacaynan. After the waters receded, the brothers searched for food and lived on
herbs and roots.
One day, they returned to their house and found cooked food to eat and chichi
(maize beverage) to drink without knowing who had provided this. This continued for
ten days until the older brother discovered the feast was prepared by two beautiful
birds that were called guacamaya, that is macaws or toucans.
These birds had the faces of women, and inside the house transformed into
pallas (princesses). They were dressed in Canari costume with their hair in the style
of the Canari. Confronted by the older brother, the two birds were disturbed and flew
off in a rage.
On the following day, both brothers ambushed the birds. Depending on the
version of the story, either one or both birds were persuaded to stay, and with the
brothers they later produced three sons and three daughters. These siblings were the
ancestors of the Canari people.
The guacamaya birds resided atop Huacaynan and were held in the highest
esteem, especially for their feathers, which were used as ritual paraphernalia.”
[Handbook of Inca mythology, by Paul Richard Steele, Catherine J. Allen, p. 119120]
I was beginning to see that the entire Andean world was based on a sacred
landscape that was perceptible only to the eye of a discerning mind. As we traveled out
of the Amazon basin – from Tena to Puyo, then up to Ambato – I marveled at how the
indigenous people had adapted to the highlands of the Andes. This was the land where
the sacred apus, the spirits of the snow-capped mountains, brought life-giving water by
way of the sacred rivers. This was the world of the southern hemisphere where the
snake-people (ancestors of the underworld), the puma-people (indigenous folk), and the
condor-people (rulers, priests, shamans) shared the resources of food, shelter, and
sunshine. They traveled together on the great journey through the terrestrial Andes and
the celestial Mayu (celestial river, i.e. Milky Way).
When we transferred to another bus at Ambato for the final leg of our journey to
Cuenca, I sat by the window and watched as the small towns on the Pan-American
Highway whisked by. Each town was a small world in the grand scheme of things, a
minute jewel on the sublime necklace of a chain of mountains that extended over 7,000

kilometers (4,300 miles). And yet, each town had its own charm, its unique attraction,
and sometimes even a special surprise. Such was the case as we traveled through the
small town of Alausi, and I caught sight of a tall statue of Saint Peter, the town’s patron
saint. It happened so fast, and I was just quick enough to capture the fleeting image on
my camera. Peter was holding the key(s) of the kingdom of heaven in his right hand,
and a book in his left hand.
A short time before we reached our destination, the sky lit up with a beautiful pink
glow as the sun set behind the Cordillera Occidental (western range) of the Andes. That
was a glorious setting for the culmination of a 449 kilometers (278 miles) trip.

Before we left the bus station, Susie found out everything she needed to know
about the bus schedule for the following day’s excursion to Ingapirca, the largest Inca
ruins in Ecuador. We checked into the Hotel Milan, across the street from San Francisco
Church, and then we went exploring the historic colonial center of Cuenca (aka, Santa
Ana de Los Cuatro Rios de Cuenca).
After a restful night, we felt refreshed and ready to catch the morning bus (at 9am)
to Ingapirca. The bus rode to the upper, eastern end of the Canar river basin. It was a
short trip of only 50 kilometers (31 miles) from Cuenca north to Ingapirca. We had
about two-and-a-half hours to see the site before we had to catch the return bus (at 1pm)
back to Cuenca.
The bus dropped us off near a roundabout that featured a larger-than-life statue of
a naked man with long wavy hair. At first I thought it was Viracocha, the creator god
of the Incas and the Andean world. After all, Ingapirca (“Inka Wall”) was advertised as
Ecuador’s most important Inca site. The Incas had expanded their empire all the way
up north into Ecuador during the mid-1400’s, and Ingapirca was a major center between
Cusco in Peru and Quito in Ecuador.

Upon second thought, as I came closer and noticed what looked like solar-type
rays on his chest – although it could have only been the person’s rib cage – I imagined
the statue to represent Inti, the sun god.
When I sat down on the three-stepped hexagonal platform and contemplated the
significance of the statue, I noticed a bird at the feet of the statue. I recalled the legend
of the guacamaya (macaw) birds that had the faces of women. The birds were really
princesses, and they were the progenitors – together with two brothers – of the Canari
people. So the statue was most likely one of the brothers, and the princess was the
guacamaya bird at his feet.

Susie and I proceeded to look past the statue at the signs welcoming us to
Ingapirca. There was another sign, a smaller one, that said, “Inganan” (Inka Royal
Road). This indicated that the royal road, which connected Quito and Cusco, passed
through here. Beyond the sign was the archaeological site that we had come to see. The
site stood on the edge of a steep hill overlooking a broad valley. Grasslands suitable for
the grazing of llamas and cows surrounded the ruins.

I glanced back at the small town (or village) of Ingapirca, where indigenous
people in traditional Canari clothing walked the streets. These were native Canari
people in their ancestral environment. The women wore skirts over colorful pants,
shawls around their shoulders, and distinctive brown or gray felt fedora hats on their
heads. A touching scene caught my attention: it was a mother sitting on a stone ledge
alongside a building; she was feeding her two-year-old baby girl.

A building that appeared to be a small chapel had a shrine on the second story
balcony. Inside the glass-protected shrine was a statue of the Virgin. ‘Pachamama is
overlooking the ancestral sacred site and protecting it as if it was her own child,’ I
thought as I looked at the motherly figure surrounded by bouquets of colorful flowers.

We started walking down the dusty dirt-and-gravel road to the entrance, which
was at the east end of the site. The perspective of the ruins changed as we came closer
to them. The prominent tower-like structure at the west end seemed to captivate the
mind, making it the focal point of attention. We stopped to look at a simple stone
monument with something about the Canari, which made me think it must be important
enough to read:
La Sociedad Union Canari. El Comite de Damas con residencia en guayaquil
rinde homenaje a la mujer en su ano internacional en el patrimonio nacional Ingapirca.
Cuna de los bravos Canaris – 1975 X.
The Society of Canari Union. The Committee of Ladies, with residence in Guayaquil,

pays tribute to the women’s international year at the National Cultural Heritage of
Ingapirca, the brave cradle of the Canaris. 1975 X.
Later I found out that the International Women’s Year was the name given to the
year 1975 by the United Nations. This small piece of information was significant when
viewed in the context of the matriarchal society that flourished at one time at the CanariInca site.

The ticket booth at the entrance provided the scene of an interesting photo
opportunity. Two pretty Canari ladies were sitting on a wooden bench, talking amongst
themselves in Kichwa (or “Runa shimi,” the language of the people). They were
wearing their traditional dark blue Canari dresses, with embroidered blouses covered
by a black shoulder wrap or woolen shawl, which was fastened by a silver tupu (shawl
pin). On top of their heads were white bombins (bowlers), hats made of white felt with
a narrow brim outlined in black. I realized they were stationed at the entrance to have
their pictures taken for a small fee. Nevertheless, it was a pleasure to see their smiles as
I took a picture of them.
After we bought our tickets, we were told that an English-speaking tour guide
would be provided with the price of the entrance fee. She would arrive in ten or fifteen
minutes. In the meantime, we could visit the nearby museum and see what was on
display. Susie and I had a good laugh when we looked at our picturesque entrance
tickets and saw a misspelling: “foreing adult.”

The small museum at the Ingapirca Archaeological Site had a few noteworthy
items. An approximate chronology of the Canari-Inca site provided the visitor with a
historical perspective:
Hipotesis Cronologica.
-800-900 a.C./ 1000 DC Primera ocupacion por campesinos que cultivan los
alrededores.
900/1000 DC Ocupacion intense especial mente en pilaloma.
1200/1480 DC Ingapirca se convierte en el principal centro politico religioso del
cacicazgo canari.
1470/1480 DC Conquista incaica del territorio canari por el principe cuzqueno Tupac
Yupanqui.
1500 DC Posible destruccion del ingapirca canari por el inca Tupac Yupanqui.
1500 DC Construccion del ingapirca incaico por orden de Huayna Capac.
1530 DC Abandono de Ingapirca.
1534 DC Fin del dominio Inca.
It appeared that from the first occupation of the site sometime in the late formative
period (a.C. “antes de Cristo,” before Christ) to the occupation of the Pilaloma section
of the site (900 DC, “despues de Cristo,” after Christ), Ingapirca was slowly becoming
a major religious-political center of the Canari people (1200 DC). However, that all
changed when the Inca ruler Tupac Yupanqui conquered and destroyed the Canari
center (1470, 1500). Later, It was reconstructed on the foundations of the Canari ruins
as an Inca tambo, an inn for travelers along the Inganan (Inca highway), by order of the
new Inca ruler Huayna Capac. When the Spanish arrived in the 1530’s, that meant the
end of the Canari-Inca center.
A scale model of the ruins laid out the plan of the religious-political center, with
labels and descriptions of the nine major sections: A. Castillo, B. Acllahuasi, C. La
Plaza, D. La Condamine, E. Pilaloma, F. Las Bodegas, G. La Gran Cancha, H. Los
Banos, I. Colcas.

There were pictures of work done at the Castillo (Castle or Sun Temple). And
there were cases of pottery of various styles. The Piloloma section of Ingapirca seemed
to offer the greatest selection of pottery made in the style of Cashaloma (“the place
where the stars are pouring from the heavens”).

Last – but not least – there was a sampling of Canari clothing.

We returned to the entrance to find our guide Rosy waiting for us. She was dressed
in jeans and a black jacket with her name on it, and she was carrying an umbrella.

“Is it going to rain?” I asked, noticing her semi-opened umbrella.
“Yes,” she answered tersely, looking up at the cloud-covered sky.
Rosy stopped at a viewpoint of the site in order to give us a short overview of
Ingapirca.
“The Canari have lived in this province of Canar for more than 3,000 years,” said
Rosy, reciting the information she had learned during her college years of study to be a
tourist guide. “The old nation of the Canari people that lived in this basin of the Canar
River was called Hatun Canar (“the great Canar”). There were other independent
lordships or curacazgos in Ecuador, but Hatun Canar was the most important of them
all. The descendents of the ancient Canari still live in these highlands between the
mountain ranges of Cordillera Occidental (west) and Cordillera Central. At present,
about 40,000 or more Quichua-speaking Canaris are scattered throughout the province.
“The word Canari, you might want to know, comes from ‘kan’ or snake and ‘ara’
or macaw for their ancestral totem animals. There is a story that two brothers who
survived a great natural catastrophe met two macaws who were really princesses, and
they mated to produce the Canari people.
“The sad part of Canari history was when the Incas conquered the Canari and
destroyed their sacred places, like Ingapirca, and made them part of the Inca empire.
The son Huayna Capac later rebuilt much of Ingapirca with Inca buildings on top of
Canari foundations. Some people say he rebuilt Ingapirca in the shape of the puma as a
miniature copy of the puma shape of Cusco in Peru. Some of the Canari foundations
are still seen today, especially the parts from the plaza on this side of the Temple of the
Sun all the way to the Pilaloma, which we’ll go see now.”
“Are you saying that Ingapirca is shaped like a puma?” I asked incredulously.
“Yes,” replied Rosy, stopping to point out the main shape of the sacred animal of
the Andean world. “The Temple of the Sun and the Acllahuasi area is the head of the
puma, the palace is the neck and shoulder area, the Bodegas and Gran Cancha are the
heart and stomach areas, and the Los Banos and Pilaloma are the haunches on which
the puma sits. There is a sign on the premises that shows the outline of the puma with
all the sections of Ingapirca.”

As I followed the guide to the Pilaloma compound, I couldn’t help but think of
and imagine the puma shape of the archaeological site. I recalled reading about the Inca
emperor Pachacuti, who founded the Inca Empire, and how he had rebuilt Cusco after
it was destroyed in the war with the Chanca. Pachacuti (“Earthshaker”) had rebuilt
Cusco in the shape of a puma to represent the present Andean world of Kay Pacha.
Pachacuti (“Transformer of the World”) also intended the puma to be the archetype of
the transformation that had changed the Inca nation into an expansive empire of four
territories (Tawantinsuyu) that stretched to the four quarters of South America. And
now I was walking at an archaeological site that replicated the archetype (and city plan)
of the puma, the animal of strength, power, and transformation. This was the spirit or
being of Kay Pacha (the present world), which was the center of the universe and was
simultaneously connected to Ukhu Pacha (the inner or underworld) and to Hanan Pacha
(the upper or celestial world).
“This is Pilaloma, which means small hill,” said Rosy when we reached the first
major section of our tour at the southeast corner of the site. “This is the oldest building
at the site, and it was the most sacred site before the Inca arrived. It was the highest
point in the complex, and it was built in an east-west orientation, which means it served
as a solar temple. Here we find ruins of Canari priest rooms, and the eight rooms or
rectangular buildings are arranged around a large courtyard, which contains a tomb
where you see the stones on the ground beside a monolithic rock. In front of the complex
are five colcas or storage pits, which were used to keep agricultural products.”

Rosy turned to go to a nearby hut. I zoomed in with my camera lens on the Temple
of the Sun across the way. It seemed that the Pilaloma was on one hill and the Temple
of the Sun was on another hill. I had previously seen temples of the sun and moon set
on opposite hills (or pyramids) at many sites in Mesoamerica, and I had the distinct
impression that this site was no different. There was a feminine energy here that
matched the masculine energy across the way at the Temple of the Sun. I would have
to find out if my hypothesis was correct.

The hut was a reconstructed replica of the original building, with walls of cut
stone, an outer layer of stucco, and a gabled roof of wood and bamboo tied with twine
and covered with thatched straw. The doorways and niches were designed in the Inca
style of the trapezoidal shape, which was a design suitable to withstand the seismic
shifts of the earth in earthquake-prone areas. There was also a tilt inward from bottom
to top of the trapezoidal shape to keep the structure from collapsing. Inside the hut were
slabs of stone, and a grinding stone, on the ground to show the tools used in their culture.
The niches appeared to be shelves where ceramic pots, and possibly stone or ceramic
statues, were placed.

Rosy led us back to the Pilaloma to show us the inner courtyard and its sacred
monolithic rock. The walkway on the south side of the enclosure was lined with agave
plants. Inside the courtyard, I stood facing west and tried to imagine six mostly
rectangular buildings – somewhat larger than the hut we had seen – surrounding the
central monolithic rock. Two other buildings would have stood adjacent to the buildings
on the west side.
“This sacred rock is called Huanca Canari,” said Rosy, standing beside the rock
and pointing to the marker on the ground that labeled the rock. “Huanca Canari means
sacred rock of the Canari people. It is sacred because it is an astronomical stone that is
carved on top in such a way that on the June 21st solstice, which is when we celebrate
our Inti Raymi festival, the sun from the east behind you would shine on the stone and
create the shadows of a snake, a puma, and a condor.”
“Wow, the three sacred animals of the three Andean worlds appear right on this
spot,” I said enthusiastically, at the same time wishing I could be here to witness such
an event. A similar light and shadow phenomenon occurred on the precisely engineered
steps of Chichen Itza at the spring equinox when the snake (Quetzalcoatl) descended
from top to bottom.
“Yes,” said Rosy in response to my enthusiasm. “The upper, middle, and lower
worlds coincide at that moment.”
I tried to imagine the sunlight shining on the rock and forming the shadows of the
snake of the lower world, the puma of our middle world, and the condor of the upper
world. The shadows would make quite a spectacular spectacle on the ground behind the
rock. I felt a surge of energy rise from the base of my spine up to the crown of my head.
The serpentine energy empowered my body and gave wings to my mind. This must be
the place where the feminine kundalini force awakens as the masculine solar energy
stirs her, I thought to myself.
“Beside the ceremonial altar of the huanca is the Tumba Canari, a tomb where
they excavated eleven people, one of whom was a princess,” said Rosy, drawing my
attention to the oval-shaped formation of round stones on the ground. “The young
princess was in her twenties, and she was adorned with a shell bead necklace, copper
bracelets, bells, bangles, and a silver tupu pin.”

As we started walking out of the Pilaloma courtyard and out to the semi-elliptical
part of the entire enclosure, I noticed something unusual. The circular shape of the west
end of the Pilaloma complex seemed to resemble a half-moon, and I wondered if that
architectural feature was intentional.
“Was this semi-circular area used as a temple of the moon?” I asked.
“Funny you should ask,” responded Rosy. “During the time when the matriarchal
society dominated the Canari culture, the moon was important to them because of
everything the moon represented, especially fertility and the woman’s cycles. The moon
was considered by the Canaris to be the sister and wife of the sun, so she was called
Moon Caya or queen. The princess that was buried here could possibly have been the
female representative of the moon. Later, we’ll see a lunar stone calendar that might
have stood here. So, the answer to your question is that there is some evidence that this
might have been the place where the sun and moon were equally honored.”
I thought of the lunar and solar observatory that we had seen on the pyramid at
Cochasqui. Nevertheless, I still thought this place was prominently a moon temple. I
took a picture for further study as Rosy and Susie started to walk away from the
Pilaloma complex. The view that I saw was a line (from SE to NW) connecting the little
hill of Pilaloma with the bigger hill on which the Temple of the Sun stood.

The line that I had seen connecting the two hills turned out to be part of a water
canal that was an integral part of the Los Banos area. Rosy led us past the circular area
of Los Banos to the Gran Cancha.
“This is the Gran Cancha or Great Court where there was an unfortified area for
worshippers who participated in the religious ceremonies of the temple,” said Rosy.
“The Cancha had several rectangular buildings organized around a patio.”
I could see the walled enclosure of Pilaloma perfectly from my vantage point. The
semi-elliptical shape was quite evident from my view looking south. And so was the
hill on which Pilaloma stood, overlooking a sharp drop to the Canar valley below.

The next section, west of Gran Cancha, was Las Bodegas, which were storerooms
used to stockpile food. Rosy and Susie drifted off into a conversation about their college
years, a subject that both of them had lots of things in common. I, on the other hand,
surveyed the landscape beyond the fenced-off ruins, a landscape of grazing land for
livestock, of private homes, and of scenic mountains.
“Now we are at the neck and shoulders of the puma,” said Rosy, who knew I was
photographing every angle of the site in order to compare it to the shape of the puma.
“This is called Palacio Exteriores, the exterior palaces, which served as a residential
area to the service of the temple. This was where the food was prepared for the temple.
This was also the place where the llama was sacrificed for the Inti Raymi festival. We’ll
see the sacrifice stone later. From this viewpoint you can see the crowning achievement
of the Inca ruler Huayna Capac, who had the unique elliptical Inca wall built as a
fortress and as a permanent foundation for the Temple of the Sun on top of the
structure.”
I counted nine layers of solid Inca-carved diorite stone making up the elliptical
wall. The east entrance to the temple on top was no longer there. Only the south façade
of the temple had been evidently preserved. The rest of the temple lay in ruin.

“Behind us is the lunar stone calendar I was telling you about,” said Rosy, turning
around from the view of the palaces and the Temple of the Sun to look at several rocks
with round holes in them.
They were lying on the side of the pathway on a grassy area near the border fence.
Their position north of the palace seemed completely out of place. I agreed with the
guide that it was more appropriate for the lunar calendar rocks to be stationed on the
purported temple of the moon on Pilaloma.
“The round holes in the rocks were filled with water,” continued Rosy, as I started
to count the number of holes in the large irregularly-shaped rock or boulder. “At night
the lunar reflections and moon cycles would be studied, along with the stars and
constellations. Supposedly, the water-filled holes reflected the moonlight in different
directions over the course of 28 days.”
I counted 28 holes. This definitely was a central piece in a lunar observatory.
Rosy led us back through the palaces area to show us the llama sacrifice stone. It
was shaped like a backward capital J. We could see the round curve where the head of
the sacrificial llama would be placed.

At last, we were now moving towards the head of the puma. We walked across
the green grass of the plaza between the palaces and the Castillo (Castle), as it was

called by the conquering Spaniards who tried to downplay the religious traditions of the
indigenous people. The southern walls were particularly impressive, for here you could
differentiate between the lower Canari wall of ordinary rock and the upper Inca wall of
green diorite. The elliptical platform structure was also evident from the close range –
with a length of 37 meters (121 feet), a width of 12 meters (39 feet), and a height of 4
meters (13 feet). I calculated that the height of each diorite stone was almost 45
centimeters (18 inches). John Hemming, who wrote The Conquest of the Incas,
conjectured that since the length of the Castillo was three times its width, it was likely
that the worship of the sun was conducted at sunrise, midday, and sunset.
At the bottom of the hill on which the elliptical structure and the Acllahuasi
section stood was the graveyard of stones. The marker said, “Dinteles y Sillares” (lintels
and ashlars). The lintels were long horizontal blocks that were used on top of
entranceways. The ashlars were rectangular cube-shaped blocks that were sculpted with
square edges and smooth faces. Some of the blocks had holes in them.

“And now we’re going to see my favorite place,” said Rosy as she led us up the
hill – above the southern Canari wall – to the Acllahuasi section.
A throbbing sensation in my forehead told me that this was the place where the
eye of the soul (or mind’s eye) was located.
“The Acllahuasi section is where the chosen women lived,” said Rosy with a
smile. “They were virgins of the sun. The young girls of pure Incan blood who were
selected and dedicated to serve the sun god Inti were called Acllas, which means
‘chosen women.’ They were taught religious rites and ceremonies, and they learned
skills such as spinning and weaving clothing of wool, cotton, and vicuna. The women
who remained virgins of the sun for life were called Mamacunas, while the others either
served the temple deities or became servants of the nobles and priests. Some of them
were allowed to return to ordinary life and marry after they turned twenty.”

Sounded like a nunnery to me – or a convent – with the option of being a
household servant of the upper class. The five buildings within the Acllahuasi section
seemed to have been an enclosed community, with no access for curious males.
The Acllahuasi was adjacent to the Temple of the Sun, and we anxiously ascended
the wide stairway to the southern doorway of the fortress wall. I couldn’t help but
admire the tightly interlocking blocks of green diorite stone as I walked up the nine
steps to the crown of the puma head.

“This is the ceremonial center of Ingapirca, where worship services to Inti, the sun
god, were held,” said Rosy as we stood facing the west side of the partially preserved
Temple of the Sun. “We are standing at the highest point of Ingapirca. The construction
of the temple on top of the fortress walls made it the highest point. The height here is
3,160 meters or 10,365 feet.”
I felt that this was quite an achievement – to have reached the crown of the puma’s
head. The energy in my head was expanding, and my consciousness felt united with the
sacred ambiance of the Temple of the Sun. I felt a beam of light penetrate the sun disk
of my third eye (pineal gland) and disperse in a thousand cosmic directions out the
opening in the top of my head. I was transformed into a shaman-puma who traveled to
all three levels of the Andean world. ‘Pachamama,’ I thought to myself.

“The trapezoid-shaped niches you see in the wall were for statues of Inti, the sun
god, and the moon goddess, and Viracocha, the creator, and various celestial bodies,”
said Rosy. “The images were based on the images in the Inti Cancha (Temple of the
Sun) or Coricancha in Cusco, Peru.”

We walked to the east side of the Temple of the Sun, where I visualized the same
thing that moments ago had flashed in my mind’s eye. I visualized the solar beam shine
through a doorway on the golden sun disk that hung on the wall. The energy of that
reflected light enlightened the entire community of people that had gathered to celebrate
the Inti Raymi festival, a time when the cosmic light from the spiritual light of the
central sun came into the world.
“Some people say that this Temple of the Sun was built on a rock prominence that
was the paqarina, or sacred place of origin, of the Canari nation,” concluded Rosy.
A temple built on the sacred rock. That sounded like the story of Solomon building
the temple on the rock where Abraham almost sacrificed his son. Also, the words of
Jesus to Peter (“the Rock”) came to mind: “Upon this rock I will build my church.”
Before we left the heights of the Temple of the Sun – and the solar illumination –
Rosy pointed out a building where the Inca ruler (the son of the sun) would stay.

Susie and I were on our own now. We still had some time to kill before the bus
arrived. I was intent on seeing the puma sign, and Susie wanted to visit the gift shop.
Just then I spotted a class of school children walking through the Los Banos section. As
educators, both Susie and I loved to see school kids. It was exhilarating to see a new
generation of Canaris learning about their history, especially during a field trip to the
best Canari-Inca archaeological site in Ecuador.

At last I found the sign of the puma. The outline of the puma definitely coincided
with the layout of the Ingapirca archaeological site. A thrilling wave of energy sent an
awe-inspiring sensation up my spine, giving me the impression that the awakening of
the puma-spirit was vibrating throughout my inner being. Later, I reoriented the image
of the puma outline to the four directions for easier viewing, and I labeled the seven
centers (or chakras) of the puma: (1) Templo del Sol, (2) Acllahuasi, (3) Palacio, (4)
Bodegas, (5) Gran Cancha, (6) Los Banos, (7) Pilaloma.

At the gift shop, I spotted a poster-like display of the various postcards for sale.
They featured the ruins, especially the Temple of the Sun, and indigenous people and
llamas posing at the site. Susie browsed through all the knick-knacks and the indigenous
hand-made items that were on sale.

I took one last look at Ingapirca complex and its surroundings. The Ingapirca
complex itself was not that large, being situated on about seven hectares (17 acres) of
land. However, its sacred geography was vast in significance, for it was connected via
one of the prominent seque (energy) lines from Cusco. It was also the center of the
Canari-Inca heritage, where the power and strength of the puma brought a heightened
awareness of the Andean world, which evolved through a series of mountain building
ages. This was a place in time and space that Pachamama (Mother Earth) had made
sacred with her presence.

Susie found a wide brimmed felt hat to pose in. It was not the popular Panama hat
(made of the toquilla plant) that was made in Ecuador, but Susie looked good wearing
any hat. She also looked good posing with me at the place where the puma spirit was
vibrant with insightful energy.

I noticed that the bus was arriving near the roundabout. It was time for us to go.
We walked under a sign above the main street that said: “Gracias por tu visita Complejo
Arqueologico Parque Ingapirca.” (Thanks for your visit to the Ingapirca Archaeological
Park Complex)
I saw two men carrying a bundle of sticks on their back, probably for firewood. I
also saw a poster on a building advertising the upcoming Inti Raymi festival during the
June solstice. I felt as if I had already celebrated the Inti Raymi in my own personal
way at the Temple of the Sun.

It was starting to rain as we approached the bus. I took one last look at the
indigenous people who were carrying on the customs and traditions of their ancestors.
A couple of women and a man in felt fedora hats were sitting on a stone ledge in front
of a building. Across the street, three women with their school children were hurrying
home as the rain was really starting to come down.

Once we were inside the dry bus, Susie and I took another look at the colorful
ticket. It was worth another look, and another laugh. We were both “foreing” adults.

Virtual Reconstruction(part 1, 8:04)
https://youtu.be/5FM6Y79RWoo
Virtual Reconstruction (part 2, 4:28)
https://youtu.be/M-5q2fZzG8E
Back in Cuenca (or Santa Ana de los Cuatro Rios de Cuenca), Susie and I
immediately set out to visit the major sights of the city. The sacred geography of
Ingapirca still weighed heavily on my mind, and I saw the shape of the puma in
everything I looked at. It was as if I had entered a portal of a sacred time/space reality
where there was a confluence of the physical world and the spiritual world, creating a
consciousness in which both worlds existed side by side like the two sides of a coin or
the positive and negative currents in one body. The world above (condor, celestial) and
the world below (snake, ancestral) overlapped in the present world (puma, terrestrial).
When I saw a tile map of Cuenca, my first impression was that the ruins of
Pumapungo, where we were headed, had a spiritual significance. I noticed a curious

shape of the puma’s head in the layout of the city. When I learned that Pumapungo
meant “Puma’s door,” that set my intuitive mind in motion and I realized what the
Puma’s door was all about. Cuenca – originally a Canari settlement called Guapondeleg
or “land as big as heaven” – was conquered by the Incas and renamed Tomebamba or
“River Valley of Knives.” The Inca Tupac Yupanqui ordered the construction of the
empire’s second capital at the site of the conquered territory, naming it Pumapungo or
“Puma’s door.” With the Tomebamba River flowing alongside the city’s southern banks
from northwest to southeast, and the main road (presently named Huayna Capac)
running north to south and converging with the river at its southeast corner, Pumapungo
looked like the brainstem, and Cuenca the brain.

The Door of the Puma was the medulla oblongata (or brainstem), the chief
opening and conduit for the life force (or prana) to enter the body. This Door of the
Puma – with its two currents of positive (solar) and negative (lunar) energy – was the
central headquarters or network that transmitted the cosmic light of prana (intelligent
life force) to the higher brain centers and to the lower bodily functions. The Incas used
this location as their chief administrative center to rule the northern part of their empire
and to communicate with the southern part of the empire.
I had read that “it is in the medulla oblongata that the soul experiences the
mysteries of the pyramids.” [Man – the Grand Symbol of the Mysteries, by Manly P.
Hall, p. 131] I realized that the pyramids of the sun and the moon – anatomically called
the anterior and posterior pyramids – were replicated throughout Mesoamerica and the
Andean world. The duality inherent in the sun and moon images (and concepts) was
really a unity of upper and lower, positive and negative, masculine and feminine, soul
and body – and all other bifurcations of the one reality into its dual manifestations. The
macrocosm (Pachamama-Pachacamac) was reflected and reproduced in the microcosm
(female-male).
Susie and I entered the Pumapungo Archaeological Park through the Museo del
Banco Central (Central Bank of Ecuador). It appeared that we were getting two

museums for the price of one: the indoor museum with the noteworthy ethnographic
exhibits, and the outdoor museum of the actual Pumapungo archaeological site.
“Looks like Gabriel in the Amazon basin,” I said as we walked through the
Etnografico (ethnographic) exhibits, which provided a glimpse of the villages and
dwellings of the diverse groups and cultures of Ecuador.
“Looks like the native is hunting for food, like the kind that is represented by the
masks of animals on the wall,” added Susie, who was impressed by the artistic display.

“This exhibit looks like the celebration of the Inti Raymi, the festival of the sun,”
I noted, seeing the sacrifice of the llama on the stone altar to ensure fertility for both the
land and the people. We were on a self-guided tour, and we tried to interpret what we
saw through our limited knowledge.
“The woman on her knees looks like the virgin of the sun,” said Susie.
“I sure would like to know what all the symbols on the Sapa Inca’s ceremonial
robe represent,” I said, noticing the supreme ruler’s robe of squares that represented
aspects of the solar-centered Inca religion. I thought of Viracocha the creator, Inti the
sun god, Mama Occla and Manco Capac – the legendary founders of the Inka people –
and Pachamama.

I stopped at a Rosetta stone-type sign with a commemorative inscription about
Pumapungo in Quechua and English. I tried to read the Quechua, but I gave up after a
while
and
concentrated
on
the
English
words:
The Baths and Canal were part of the same complex devoted to ritual purification.
Water was considered a living being by the Incas, provider . . . and responsible for the
fertility of the Pachamama or Mother Earth. The defense walls complement the
monumental nature of the sector, most certainly created as a protection against the
frequent
swelling
and
flooding
of
the
Tomebamba
River.
(Archaeologist Max) Uhle designated the architectural complex located outside the
main area the Outer Palace, which served as residential quarters for the chief and
members of the Canar nobility. In Idrovo’s opinion, they were living quarters assigned
to the royal servants.

“Now here are some tapestries that I would love to see hanging in my room,” I
said as we walked up to an exhibit of a man in a fedora hat and braided long hair
displaying the textiles of Ecuador. The large tapestry of birds on the wall seemed to
represent various species of birds in the country.
“You know Mom wouldn’t let you hang any more tapestries in the house,”
laughed Susie. “She doesn’t like these indigenous creations.”
“You’re right,” I sighed. “If I do find the tapestry I want, I’ll find a place on a wall
in my room for it. You know I like to buy at least one special tapestry as a souvenir of
my pilgrimage.”
“I know,” said Susie, “like the silk tapestry of the sphinx and the pyramids of Giza
that you bought in Egypt, and the Popol Vuh tapestry that I bought for you in
Guatemala.”

“I like this exhibit,” said Susie, as we approached a colorful diorama of a festive
religious celebration. “The religious festivals that I have seen are always full of
beautiful costumes, singing, dancing, drinking, and a total celebration of life.”
“I love those solar-looking headdresses the masked figures are wearing,” I added.
“They almost look like elaborate crown chakras.” I was thinking of the halos that are
sometimes portrayed around the heads of divine beings.
“This exhibit looks like it is showing the craft of basket-weaving,” said Susie, as
we came to a display of various woven wickerwork, like baskets, bowls, and large
containers.
“Those wall hangings of the wickerwork designs look almost like the Inka ceque
lines,” I remarked. I was referring to the manner in which the Inkas designed sacred
energy lines connecting places, especially the ones connecting the sacred center of
Cusco to the outlying huacas (shrines) of the expansive empire.

We came across a display of shrunken human heads, and we read about the Shuar
people, who used to practice the art of shrinking the heads of slain Achuar warriors in
order to control the soul of the victim, and to control the victim’s wives and daughters
for cheap labor. I read the sign that gave more information about the Shuar:
The meaning of this word is “man” or “human being”. The “Shuar” people are also
known as “Jibaro”, a designation that the community rejects as pejorative, as it means

savage.
The Shuar live in the southern part of the Ecuadorian and the northern part of the
Peruvian Amazon region at an altitude of 2,000 meters above sea level. The sector is
characterized by dense vegetation, numerous waterfalls that descend from the Andes to
the jungle and a climate that oscillates between 18 and 33 degrees C., features that
slowed the penetration by outsiders for a long time.
Archaeological studies prove the presence of humans in the area from 2,500 years ago.
The “Shuar” and “Achuar” form one human group. Internal disagreements originated
their current geographical and cultural division. The “Shuar” language (40 to 50
thousand speakers in Ecuador) belong to the “Shuar-Chicham” linguistic family, and
its principal dialect is the “Achuar”.
The endogamic marriage system among cousins gives solidity and internal coherence
to the group. The settlement is matrilocal determined by the family of the wife.

When we went outside to the actual archaeological site of Pumapungo (“Puma’s
Door”), we found a viewpoint that stretched from the foreground of the Tomebamba
River to the background of the Cajas National Park in the Western Andes. A map of
Pumapungo enumerated the main features of the site: (03) Ex Colegio Borja, a former
school; (07) Aqllawasi, the Temple of the Virgins of the Sun; (08) Hornos, furnace;
(09) Qurikancha, Inka Temple of the Sun; (12) Terrazas, terraces; (14) Tunel, tunnel.

After having seen the Ingapirca archaeological site, what we were seeing at
Pumapungo was anticlimactic. There was very little to see, and the stone foundations
marking the former buildings of the administrative and religious center were not as
impressive as the Canari and Inca walls at Ingapirca. However, with a little imagination
it was possible to see this high place within a basin (“Cuenca”), surrounded by Andean
mountains, as a remarkable place for a great panoramic view and a spiritual “Door of
the Puma.”
The sign at the Qurikancha (also spelled Coricancha) center said: The Qurikancha
or High Temple was a center of worship, a political and administrative center, and an
astronomy observatory consecrated to the Sun and other cosmic phenomenons. It was
headed by priests with spiritual authority with knowledge of ritual practices and the
agricultural calendar. At Pumapungo one can see four structures around the sides and
a semicircular central structure around a plaza that overlooked the complex.

An eight-pointed star or eight-pointed directional cross was the design at the
center of the garden, in which Andean products such as corn, quinoa, potatoes, and
medicinal plants were grown. The view of this garden in the southeast corner of
Pumapungo coincided with a view of the place where Huayna Capac Avenue crossed
the Tomebamba River. Also, at this viewpoint was placed a sign explaining the sacred
geography of the site, the surrounding mountains, and the celestial bodies, which
included the Southern Cross constellation. The sign said:

Geografia Sagrada.
The geography chosen for Tumipampa had to unite relevant mythic-religious elements.
The Inkas created a heliocentric system – the Sun as the center of their vision of the
universe. From the Quirikancha the sacred geography was linked by means of the
design of ceques, or imaginary lines that communicated places of worship on the
periphery, productive areas and principal cities. The ceques represented well-identified
stars and constellations.
The size of Tawantinsuyu obliged the Inkas to look for substitute mechanisms, beyond
the military and administrative, to reproduce the great geographic and environmental
variety of the Andes in the Orchards and Gardens in the sacred microcosms, that
included purification rites of water, sacred crops, complemented by the presence of
animals.

The re-creation of one of the rooms of the Aqlla Wasi (residence of the Virgins of
the Sun) was the only reconstructed building on the site. It was closed. The sign in front
of the place where the chosen women lived said:
Temporary re-creation of one of the rooms of the Aqlla wasi, which used to be built
using carved stone, round stone and with the roof made out of straw, with two slopes
and fiber ties.

My halfhearted impression of Pumapunga did not negate the fact that the sacred
area must have seen a time when majestic temples and palaces stood here. However,
even after a long restoration process that began in 1981, with the re-creation of an

Andean world of gardens, stepped terraces, a tunnel serving as a mausoleum
(underground world), and foundations of various residential and religious buildings, the
entire ambiance of the park did not impart (for me) the same spiritual feeling that I had
sensed at Ingapirca. The force and power and spirit of the puma had departed through
the Door of the Puma and left only a lifeless relic behind.
We left Pumapunga with a feeling of hunger in the pit of our stomachs. We started
to walk up Calle Larga, looking for a restaurant. We soon encountered a nicely
decorated house that had a sign saying it was a restaurant. We entered El Maiz restaurant
with an expectation of good home cooking, and we were not disappointed. The menu
said that the restaurant’s name El Maiz evoked the sacred grain (corn) of the Canari
people. Susie loved the fact that the menu included food items that combined exotic
Andean products and the fusion cuisine from different cultures. She ordered several
vegetarian dishes that she knew both of us would enjoy: Ensalada Andina, Picada
Cuencana, and Chachis.
The menu itself was a work of art and full of culinary information. I started reading
the descriptive page of El Maiz and tried to decipher the Spanish words for the various
dishes:
Bautizan como El Maiz a un restaurant en el area andina, es llamarlo de la manera
mas intima y familiar. Es evocar el grano sagrado de las culturas prehispanicas; es
lograr que el gusto se remonte a lo calido y sabroso de las festividades: los bunuelos
de la Nochebuena, el tamal del Ano Viejo, el mote pata del Carnaval, la fanesca y los
chumales de Semana Santa, las tortillas de choclo, parug y blanca harina de las
cosechas, los deshojes, las vacaciones; las mazamorras de las distintas fechas, como
la morada de Difuntos, o la preparada con lece al calor de las cocinas de las abuelas;
la chichi de jora de las solemnidades populares, o el sabroso mote pillo que acompana
la gastronomia mas entranable y Nuestra. Eso y mucho mas es el maiz: blanco dulzor
del morocho, perfume del rosero, sutileza de la yaguana.
Con tantas posibilidades de delicia solo con sal, con dulce, eterno companero de la
mesa del pobre, fastuoso plato de la mesa del rico; ya sea mote, tostado, choclo asado,
frito, en pastel, empanadas, en budin, chullpi, canguil o masca, el maiz es en verdad,
parte de nuestra vida, componentede nuestro espiritu, presencia permanente de la
delicia culinaria de Cuenca, Ecuador, el Ande.
“What kind of festivities and foods is it talking about?” I asked Susie after I read
through most of the explanatory page.
“It says something about the tasty food of each festival, like the bunuelos or round
sweets that are eaten at Christmas Eve,” started Susie. “Then there’s the tamale of the
Old Year, the hominy dish of the Carnival, and the fanesca or fish-bean soup of Holy
Week. There’s the corn tortilla that is used during all of the holidays, and other

delightful things like the chichi that is the drink of the holidays. It says here that Maize
is part of the life and spirit, and a permanent presence of the culinary delight, of Cuenca
and the Andes.”

Our food arrived. It was great to look at, but it was better to savor and relish with
every bite.

We took a short rest at the hotel before we ventured out to see Cuenca in the
daylight. From our room at Hotel Milan, we could see the tower of the Church of San
Francisco across the street. I noticed the words – “Turris Davidica, Ora Pro Nobis” –
above the bell tower. I found out later that the words were a reference to the Mother of
God from the Litany of Loreto, which contained 50 names of Mary. The words meant,
“Tower of David, Pray for us.” The symbolic Tower of David was taken from the
mystical Song of Songs: “Your neck is like a tower of David.” (Song of Songs 4:4) The
neck was the region of the medulla oblongata, the Door of the Puma.

Next to the church was the market place. And several blocks away I could see the
huge celestial-blue domes of the new cathedral.

After a short rest, we walked across the street on the cobblestones to see what they
were selling at the marketplace. They were selling all kinds of indigenous clothing.
Then we strolled over to the flower garden and feasted on the colors and scents of the
local flowers.

The new cathedral – known as the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception –
provided a surprise when I entered through the door. At the right side of the nave, a
larger-than-life statue of Pope John Paul greeted us. He looked so real. He held the
Papal Cross, a staff topped by a crucifix, in his left hand, and his right hand was lifted
up in benediction. He was clothed in gold and white vestments, and a white mitre
adorned the crown of his head. The statue was set up to commemorate the pope’s visit
to Cuenca on January 31, 1985 to celebrate the 450th anniversary of the evangelization
of Ecuador. (1535 was the year the Spanish forcefully introduced Christianity to South
America.)

The interior was majestic, with eight huge pillars covered with pink marble
forming the nave of the cathedral. The diverse styles of architecture – Roman, Gothic,
Baroque and Renaissance – made the cathedral an eclectic fusion of sacred geometry.
The eyes of the person who entered the sacred grounds were drawn to the distant canopy
of the main altar, which was said to be based on the one in St. Peter’s in Rome. When
I approached the four serpentine columns of the canopy, I was not drawn to the figure
of the sacrificial Son of Man hanging on a cross that was suspended between heaven
and earth; I was drawn rather to the symbolism of the four columns that seemed to
support a semi-circular sphere on top of the columns. It was as if these four columns
(or pillars) were the support for the heavens and earth: “For the pillars of the earth are
the Lord’s, and he has set the world on them.” (1 Samuel 2:8) The four pillars provided
a plethora of correspondences in my mind: the four directions, the four corners of the
world, the four archangels, the four seasons, the four arms of an equal-armed cross, the
four corners of time (two solstices and two equinoxes), the four quarters of the Inka
empire, and the biblical four living creatures (angel, lion, bull, eagle). Finally, there
were the four worlds of existence within which man as a microcosm had his being:
spirit, mind, soul, and body.

On the sides of the nave I encountered two separate chapels: one had a rose
window of sixteen (4 x 4) rays and two stained glass windows that looked like twin
tablets with Moses of the Old Testament on the left and Peter of the New Testament on
the right; the second chapel had an altar that looked like it was made of white marble,
and within the inner sanctum of the upper level – surrounded by four serpentine
columns – was the symbolic scale of justice and the Lord as judge of the “quick and the
dead.”

On the way out the church I stopped to look at the bulletin board, which had the
pages of a leaflet posted for viewing. It had a plan of the interior of the cathedral and
lots of pictures.

Outside the cathedral, I looked up above the entrance to see the Christ presenting
a sacred host (bread of life) to the parishioners. Angelic beings kneeled on cloud-like
formations at each side of Christ. Above the rose window – between the two towers of
the cathedral – stood Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception. Our Lady overlooked
the city. Pachamama, I thought to myself.
Last, but not least, was the portal – the Holy Door with the mysteries of the life of
Mary etched on eight panels (four on each side) and the assumption of Mary into heaven
on the top tympanum. I couldn’t help but notice the serpentine rod (sushumna) that
ascended through seven circular chakras, revealing the manner in which ascension is
achieved. The Door of the Puma, I thought to myself.

Across the street was the central park, where a monument to the independence
hero Abdon Calderon, a native of Cuenca, was erected. The young captain was holding
a flag upright with his right hand while reclining on a rock; he held a sword in his left
hand. He died fighting for independence from Spain at the Battle of Pichincha in Quito
on May 24, 1830.

We continued our tour of the “cultural heritage city of humanity,” a designation
given the city when UNESCO named it a World Heritage Site in 1999. Some people
glorified the city as “the Athens of Ecuador.” We walked down the cobblestone streets,
past the marble buildings, and around the towering cathedrals. It was said that Cuenca
had 52 churches – one for every week of the year. I could believe it.

Besides historical churches, the city also had plenty of civil historical buildings,
like the judicial building (“Corte Provincial de Justica de Azuay”) and another
government building that we saw. The colonial-style architecture of the buildings was
a pleasure to look at and admire.

I don’t remember exactly which one of the 52 churches we happened to peek in, but a
relatively small church caught my attention because of something I saw on the dome
above the elaborate high altar. It was the tetramorph – the four living creatures – with
their New Testament representatives (Evangelists). Matthew was paired with the
angel or Son of Man, Mark was paired with the lion, Luke with the bull, and John
with the eagle. I knew those symbolic four as the fixed cross of the heavens: Matthew
= Aquarius the water bearer; Mark = Leo the lion; Luke = Taurus the bull; and John =
Scorpio the eagle.

The Museo del Monasterio de Las Conceptas looked like a walled city, with one
small door allowing entrance to a former monastery (or convent) for the nuns of the
Conception. We did not see any nuns, but we did see lots of religious art within the twostory adobe structure. A lady guide took us through the well-preserved eighteenthcentury monastery dedicated to Mary, the Mother of God. The guide led us through the
rooms or art galleries and gave a cursory talk about the vast amount of paintings,
sculptures, artifacts, and crafts. The only picture I was allowed to take was of the central
courtyard, which featured a cherimoya tree that bears fruit each fall.

My visit to the museum gave me a newfound appreciation of Marian devotion, the
kind that Pope John Paul exhibited in his life of devotion to the mysteries of the Mother
of God giving birth to the Son of God. It seemed that with all the dedication to Mary
and Marian imagery, Cuenca could be called the City of Mary – or in the indigenous
language, the City of Pachamama. The ecclesiastical personification of the Mother
Earth in all of her mysterious aspects – from the Mother of all Life (a second Eve), to
the virtuous Virgin of humility and the fruit of her womb, to the Queen of Heaven and
the Goddess of the Eternal Feminine – was something that the Andean world with its
propensity for syncretism was able to adapt to. The Mother was the Mother – the
patroness of all that exists on the earth – whether she was seen as the Virgin who
continually gives life to the man-god and all humans, or as the Sacred Land that
provides for all living creatures. In the Andean world she was seen as a syncretic Holy
Mary-Pachamama.
The sun was starting to set as we made our way down a flight of steps to the river.
Rio Tomebamba separated the old historic part of the city to the north with the new part
of universities and modern residences to the south. The walk along the river was
refreshing and scenic. The river’s eastward current of water cascaded over the river
rocks, creating soothing sounds that relaxed the senses. The serene river setting
complemented the picturesque overhang of classic houses and hotels on the high
northern riverbank of the Barranco neighborhood.

Our time in the historic city of Cuenca was coming to a close. The night lights of
the city transformed the streets and the buildings into an illuminated lightscape. The
Santo Domingo church, with its two 40-meter high towers, looked like a beacon of light.

We went inside. Intricate geometric designs covered the arches and ceilings. At
the far end of the nave – at the center of the high altar – was a sky-blue robed Virgin of
the Rosary standing on a crescent moon and a sphere. Holy Mary-Pachamama, I thought
to myself. The Santo Domingo (“Holy Sunday”) church was dedicated to the Virgin of
the Rosary, and fifteen unique paintings portrayed the Joyful, Sorrowful, and Glorious
Mysteries of the Rosary – from the Annunciation to the Crucifixion, and from the
Resurrection to the Coronation of Mary. My favorite painting and scene was the
Resurrected Christ revealing the Sacred Heart to the Mother, who held Ecuador’s coat
of arms in her hands.

The last image on my mind before I went to sleep that night was of a painting I
had seen in the hotel. There was an adobe church to the right. A woman was seated
beside some clay containers in the foreground. An indigenous couple seemed to be
headed to their home in the Andean highlands, which rose toward a sky filled with the
colors of the sun-god. There appeared to be a City of Gold – El Dorado – rising from
the hills. It dawned on me that the highlands of the Andes were the golden (sacred)
grounds where the power and spirit of the puma lived. The invisible force of the puma
and the motherly love of Pachamama – that was the real gold of the Andean world.
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